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Former US Defense Secretary Warns of “Possible Nuclear War with Russia”

By Stephen Lendman, December 04 2015

William Perry served as Clinton’s defense secretary from 1994 – 1997, is currently the
Nuclear Risk Reduction and Preventive Defense Project co-director. In an interview with
Sputnik News, Perry warned about reckless US policy.

Erdogan Blackmails NATO Allies

By Mike Whitney, December 04 2015

You know the country has really gone to the dogs when Washington’s main allies in its war
on Syria are the two biggest terrorist incubators on the planet.

Saudi  Warplanes  Drop  Cluster  Bombs  on  Own  Soil  to  Prevent  Yemeni  Forces’
Advances

By Fars News Agency, December 04 2015

Saudi Arabia’s warplanes are targeting the Southern parts of  the kingdom with cluster
bombs in a bid to stop the Yemeni army and popular forces’ continued and rapid advance
deep into their territories.

Video:  Large-Scale  Military  Operations  Against  Terrorist  by  Syrian  Government
Forces, Cutting ISIS Supply Lines

By South Front, December 04 2015

On  Thursday,  the  Syrian  Arab  Army  and  its  allies  have  resumed  large-scale  military
operations against terrorists in the provinces of Damascus, Quneitra, Aleppo, Homs and
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Latakia. The pro-government sources’ reports said large groups of terrorists have been
killed and injured…

US Gives ISIS 45 Minute Warning before Bombs, “Runs out of Ammo” against ISIS
Targets

By Brandon Turbeville, December 04 2015

Instead  of  actually  bombing  the  trucks  –  drivers  and  all  –  and  putting  them out  of
commission  permanently,  the  U.S.  bombing  campaign  takes  the  form  of  a  laughable
formality  that  involves  a  45-minute  warning  to  the  oil  convoys  that  a  U.S.  bombing
campaign is about to take place.
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